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Thesis Abstract

Optimization has always played a central role in machine learning and advances in the field of opti-
mization and mathematical programming have greatly influenced machine learning models. How-
ever the connection between optimization and learning is much deeper : one can phrase statistical
and online learning problems directly as corresponding optimization problems. In this disserta-
tion I take this viewpoint and analyze learning problems in both the statistical and online learning
frameworks from an optimization perspective. In doing so we develop a deeper understanding of
the connections between statistical and online learning and between learning and optimization.

The dissertation can roughly be divided into two parts. In the first part we consider the question of
learnability and possible learning rates for general statistical and online learning problems without
regard to tractability issues. In the second part we restrict ourselves to convex learning problems
and address the issue of tractability for both online and statistical learning problems by considering
the oracle complexity of these learning problems.

I. We first consider the question of learnability and possible learning rates for statistical learning
problems under the general learning setting. The notion of learnability was first introduced by
Valiant (1984) for the problem of binary classification in the realizable case. Vapnik (1995)
introduced the general learning setting as a unifying framework for the general problem of
statistical learning from empirical data. In this framework the learner is provided with a sam-
ple of instances drawn i.i.d. from some distribution unknown to the learner. The goal of the
learner is to pick a hypothesis with low expected loss based on the sample received. The ques-
tion of learnability is well studied and fully characterized for binary classification using the
Vapnik Chervonenkis (VC) theory and for real valued supervised learning problems using the
theory of uniform convergence with tools like Rademacher complexity, covering numbers and
fat-shattering dimension etc. However in [1, 2] we showed that for the general learning set-
ting the traditional approach of using uniform convergence theory to characterize learnability
fails. Specifically we phrase the learning problem as a stochastic optimization problem and
constructed an example of a convex problem where Stochastic Approximation (SA) approach
provides successful learning guarantee but Empirical Risk Minimization (ERM) (or equiva-
lently Sample Average Approximation (SAA) approach) fails to give any meaningful learning
guarantee. This example establishes that for general learning problems the concept of uni-
form convergence fails to capture learnability and ERM/SAA approaches can fail to provided
successful learning algorithms. To fill this void in the theory of statistical learnability in the
general setting, in [3, 2] we instead turned to the concept of stability of learning algorithms to
fully characterize learnability in the general setting. We specifically showed that a problem is
learnable if and only if there exists a stable approximate minimizer of average loss over the
sample. Using this notion of stability, in [2] we also provided a universal learning procedure
that guarantees success whenever the problem is learnable.
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Next we consider the problem of online learning in the general setting. Online learning is a
continual and sequential learning process where instances provided to the learner round by
round and can be chosen adversarially (as opposed to stochastically). The goal of the learner
for an online learning problem is to minimize regret with respect to the single best hypothesis
that can be chosen in hindsight. Most of the work on online learning problems so far have
been algorithmic and problem specific. The usual approach has been to build algorithm for the
specific problem at hand and prove regret guarantees for this algorithm which in turn implies
learnability with associated learning rates. Unlike the statistical learning framework there is
a dearth of generic tools that can be used to establish learnability and rates for online learn-
ing problems in general. Only recently, Ben-David, Pal and Shalev-Shwartz (2009) showed
that the Littlestone dimension (introduced by Littlestone (1988)) is an online analog to the
VC dimension and fully characterizes learnability for online binary classification problems.
However the question of characterizing online learnability for even the real valued super-
vised learning problems in the online framework was open. In this dissertation, analyzing
the so called value of the online learning game, in [4] we provided online analogs to clas-
sical tools from statistical learning theory like Rademacher complexity, covering numbers,
fat-shattering dimension etc. While these tools can be used to provide upper bounds for more
general online learning problems, the results mirror uniform convergence theory for online
learning problems. Hence analogous to the statistical learning case, we used these tools to
fully characterize learnability and rates for real valued online supervised learning problems.
We also provided a generic algorithm for the real valued online supervised learning problem.
However unlike the statistical learning case, we don’t yet have a full characterization of learn-
ability for general online learning problems and leave this as open problem for future work.

II. In the first part of the dissertation we focused on the question of learnability and rates for
statistical and online learning problems without paying attention to tractability or efficiency
issues of the learning algorithms used. The generic algorithms provided in the first part are
in general not at all tractable. In the second part of the dissertation to address this issue we
focus our attention specifically on convex learning problems. To capture the notion of ef-
ficiency of optimization procedures, Nemirovski and Yudin (1978) considered the problem
of oracle based (offline) optimization and the associated oracle complexity of the problem.
Oracle based optimization is the problem of optimization, where the function to be optimized
is not revealed directly to the algorithm. The algorithm can only access information about
the function to be optimized by querying the oracle at points it chooses. The efficiency of the
optimization algorithm is then measured by the number of queries the algorithm makes to the
oracle. On similar lines, we consider the notion of oracle complexity of statistical and on-
line convex learning problems. We establish connections between online learning, statistical
learning and oracle based optimization and the oracle complexities of these problems.

For the problem of online convex learning, using and extending results from the geometry of
Banach spaces in [5] (see also [6]) we showed that the Online Mirror Descent algorithm (with
appropriate prox-function and step-size) provides a near optimal learning guarantee for online
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convex learning problems. This establishes that whenever online convex learning problems
are learnable, they are learnable oracle efficiently using a first order oracle method with a
relatively simple update procedure that only depends on the gradient of the loss at the current
round. Next, we move to the problem of statistical convex learning and analyze the associated
oracle complexity of the problem. For this problem we start with the observation that for
some important statistical learning problems, online learning methods are in fact optimal
both in terms of sample complexity and oracle complexity. We build on this observation and
show that for a large class of statistical convex learning problems (in fact most reasonable
scenarios), online learning methods (specifically online mirror descent algorithm) are near
optimal. Thus we establish that these convex statistical learning problems, can be solved
near optimally in terms of both sample complexity and oracle complexity using first order
online methods. Turning to offline optimization, we show that for a large class of infinite
dimensional (or high dimensional) optimization problems, first-order online methods are near
optimal in terms of oracle complexity.
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